Kjelland’s forceps in the new millennium. Maternal and neonatal outcomes of attempted rotational forceps delivery
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Background: The use of Kjelland’s forceps is now uncommon, and published maternal and neonatal outcome data are from deliveries conducted more than a decade ago. The role of Kjelland’s rotational delivery in the ‘modern era’ of high caesarean section rates is unclear.

Aims: To compare the results of attempted Kjelland’s forceps rotational delivery with other methods of instrumental delivery in a tertiary hospital.

Methods: Retrospective review of all instrumental deliveries for singleton pregnancies 34 or more weeks gestation in a four-year birth cohort, with reference to adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes.

Results: The outcomes of 1067 attempted instrumental deliveries were analysed. Kjelland’s forceps were successful in 95% of attempts. Kjelland’s forceps deliveries had a rate of adverse maternal outcomes indistinguishable from non-rotational ventouse, and lower than all other forms of instrumental delivery. Kjelland’s forceps also had a lower rate of adverse neonatal outcomes than all other forms of instrumental delivery.

Conclusions: Prudent use of Kjelland’s forceps by experienced operators is associated with a very low rate of adverse maternal and neonatal outcomes. Training in this important obstetric skill should be reconsidered urgently, before it is lost forever.
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Introduction

‘Delivery by Kjelland’s forceps has largely been abandoned by the current generation of obstetricians’, stated a commentary in the British Journal of Obstetrics and Gynaecology in 2002.1 This is an understandable response to papers with such pessimistic titles as ‘Should we abandon Kjelland’s forceps?’2 and ‘Have Kjelland’s forceps reached their “use-by” date?’3 Guidelines published by the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG) caution that, ‘rotational delivery with the Kielland forceps carries additional risks and requires specific expertise and training’,2 yet the references informing that recommendation were published in 19795 and 1987.6 Although Kjelland’s forceps are acknowledged to be a ‘superbly designed instrument, ideal for treating malposition of the fetal head’,7 surveys from developed countries confirm that vacuum extraction is considerably more popular.7,8

The opprobrium associated with Kjelland’s forceps is nothing new. A survey of Australian obstetric trainees (most of whom will be practising obstetricians by now) revealed that few receive any training in the use of Kjelland’s forceps,1 a trend noted in overseas training programs too,8 so a decline in their use should not be a surprise. Yet much of the literature that gives Kjelland’s forceps a bad name is more than 30 years old,10,11 if isolated case reports of adverse outcomes are discounted.12,13 More recently published series of attempted Kjelland’s forceps deliveries paint a different picture and provide reassurance about the clinical utility and safety of rotational deliveries.14–21

Almost all of the published data regarding Kjelland’s forceps is from deliveries conducted no later than 1997. In the decade since, there has been a near-doubling in the rate of caesarean delivery, reflecting high levels of ‘caution’ in obstetric units.22 As a consequence, the current generation of registrars have almost no opportunity to acquire confidence and skill in complex vaginal delivery.22 We set out to examine the efficacy and safety of Kjelland’s forceps delivery in the new century.

Methods

We examined the outcomes of instrumental delivery at the Canberra Hospital, a tertiary referral centre with level three neonatal intensive care facilities. For the four-year period from January 2002 to December 2005, all instrumental deliveries in singleton pregnancies of 34 completed weeks or more...
gestation were retrospectively reviewed. In view of the potential inaccuracies inherent in computerised data collections, the clinical notes of all mothers and babies in the group described above were retrieved and reviewed in detail to obtain the information for the survey.

Demographic variables obtained were the woman’s age at delivery, history of previous caesarean section, and whether first or subsequent delivery. Also noted was presence of maternal diabetes (either pre-existing or gestational), hypertensive disease and/or pre-eclampsia. We were not able to include the duration of any stage of labour since this was subjective and often reported differently in different parts of the clinical record. The categories of instrumental delivery were: Kjelland’s forceps rotation, rotational ventouse, non-rotational forceps (Neville-Barnes, Wrigley’s or Lauffe), non-rotational ventouse (Mityvac or Kiwicup) and sequential instruments (sequential use of more than one instrument type, in any combination or order).

Adverse maternal outcome studies were third- or fourth-degree perineal laceration, post-partum haemorrhage (either estimated at greater than 500 mL or requirement for post-partum transfusion, or both), post-partum fever of 38.0°C or higher, or ‘other significant’. This latter category included any complications that were significant and were likely to be attributable to the delivery. Examples of these include pelvic haematoma, faecal incontinence, shoulder dystocia and abnormal neurological signs in the legs. Because these complications commonly co-existed, we also looked at a composite of ‘any morbidity’ which meant that the woman had any one or more of the above complications.

Neonatal data recorded were gestational age and birthweight, and the following morbidities: five-minute Apgar score of less than 7; delivery cord pH of less than 7.15; admission to neonatal intensive care (NICU) for reasons other than congenital abnormality; and ‘other significant’. This latter category included complications not described above but associated with the delivery. Examples include brachial plexus injury, fractures and cephalhaematoma. A composite of ‘any morbidity’ was also derived, again comprising one or more of the above complications.

The information was extracted and recorded on individual results forms, and these data entered into an Excel spreadsheet and migrated into the spss version 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for analysis. In addition to the descriptive statistics, multivariate logistic regression with Bonferroni correction for multiple tests was used to generate the findings. The study protocol was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Australian Capital Territory Health Department.

Results

A total of 1067 attempted instrumental deliveries performed in the period from January 2002 to December 2005 were identified as meeting the inclusion criteria and were included in the study group. Of those, 94 (8.8%) were attempted with Kjelland’s forceps, 85 (8.0%) by rotational ventouse, 517 (53.4%) by non-rotational ventouse, 249 (23.3%) by non-rotational forceps and 122 (11.4%) with sequential instruments. The demographic characteristics of these groups are listed in Table 1. In many cases, it was not possible to discern clearly the level of experience (for example consultant or registrar) of the person actually performing the delivery as the clinical records often listed several names as the accoucheur. It was ambiguous as to who was actually involved in the procedures, who was observing, if anybody was supervising, and whether there was a change of operator during the delivery. For this reason, the level of training of the accoucheur could not be used in the analysis. However, it is safe to assume that all Kjelland’s forceps deliveries were either performed or very closely supervised by consultants. The rates of failure of the various instruments to effect vaginal birth are presented in Table 2. Attempted rotational ventouse was the method least likely to lead to vaginal delivery, being unsuccessful in almost one quarter of attempts, while non-rotational ventouse was the most likely (with a success rate of more than 99%).

The rates of each individual adverse maternal outcome for the different groups of instruments are presented in Table 3. Using the composite measure of any maternal adverse event, Kjelland’s forceps had the lowest rate after adjustment in the regression model (Table 4). Attempted rotational ventouse delivery was the most morbid. The rates of the individual adverse neonatal outcomes are presented in Table 5. Again, using the composite measure of any adverse neonatal outcome,
Kjelland’s forceps were associated with the least neonatal morbidity after adjustment for gestation, birthweight and other variables (Table 6). It should be noted that there were no catastrophic adverse outcomes attributable to any instrumental delivery in the study period.

**Discussion**

This study has revealed that, after adjustment for potentially influential factors such as the gestation at delivery and size of the baby, Kjelland’s forceps were associated with the lowest rate of adverse neonatal outcomes of any form of instrumental delivery in our hospital. Similarly, the use of Kjelland’s forceps yielded rates of maternal morbidity statistically indistinguishable from non-rotational ventouse deliveries, and both of these were significantly less likely to be associated with maternal morbidity than all other forms of instrumental delivery. Importantly, attempted ventouse rotational delivery was five times more likely to fail than attempts with Kjelland’s forceps, and had high levels of maternal and neonatal morbidity.

There are a number of important points to consider from this study. In the first instance, it is very likely that the indication for instrumental delivery will confound the outcome. The most important example of this is that a non-reassuring fetal heart trace might be the indication for an instrumental delivery, rather than being a consequence of it. It is very likely that concerns about fetal well-being would prompt non-rotational instrumental delivery if the station of the head is low and the position occipito-anterior, whereas a malposition would be likely to discourage such attempts and lead to caesarean delivery.
In general, attempted rotational forceps delivery is reserved for cases of malposition not complicated by concerns about fetal well-being. Perhaps most importantly, all Kjelland’s forceps rotational deliveries are performed (or at least closely supervised) by motivated and experienced consultants, whereas other forms of instrumental delivery are performed by a mix of junior and senior trainees and consultants.

The published literature regarding Kjelland’s forceps delivery dates from an era well before that of high caesarean section rates, and makes interesting reading. For example, a review of 145 Kjelland’s forceps deliveries conducted in 1984 analyses those performed for ‘fetal distress’ (67 babies) compared with those performed for ‘without fetal distress’. It is very unlikely that challenging rotational deliveries would be undertaken where there is already a suspicion of fetal compromise. Notwithstanding, those studies reported that Kjelland’s forceps deliveries are no more likely to result in adverse outcomes than other instrumental deliveries and all of them conclude that prudent use of the forceps in experienced hands imparted no more risk that might be expected from any other type of instrumental delivery. It appears that ventouse delivery is perceived as ‘safe’ and is delegated to any other type of instrumental delivery. It appears that rotational delivery also require appropriate analgesia (usually in the form of a regional block), and are discouraged in the presence of concerns about fetal acid-base status. Our study suggests that careful use of Kjelland’s forceps exposes women and their babies to no more risk that might be expected from any other type of instrumental delivery. It appears that ventouse delivery is perceived as ‘safe’ and is delegated to more junior staff, offering a potential explanation for the major difference in outcomes between rotation deliveries with ventouse and Kjelland’s forceps.

At our institution, Kjelland’s forceps deliveries are performed by a group of consultants who are experienced in, and enthusiastic about, their use. There is no doubt that such deliveries demand scrupulous attention to assessment of the position and station of the fetal head, its relationship to the pelvic diameters and the degree of asynclitism. Attempts at rotational delivery also require appropriate analgesia (usually in the form of a regional block), and are discouraged in the presence of concerns about fetal acid-base status. Our study suggests that careful use of Kjelland’s forceps exposes women and their babies to no more risk that might be expected from any other type of instrumental delivery. It appears that ventouse delivery is perceived as ‘safe’ and is delegated to more junior staff, offering a potential explanation for the major difference in outcomes between rotation deliveries with ventouse and Kjelland’s forceps.

Although the proportion of deliveries attempted with Kjelland’s forceps was small, less than one in ten at our institution, we believe that the role of any intervention that might help reduce the rate of caesarean birth needs to be carefully examined. We hope the results of our study will inspire a re-examination of the role of Kjelland’s forceps in the modern obstetric unit. Olah has made the plea that, ‘Obstetricians who possess the skill of Kjelland’s forceps should impart this skill to the next generation before it is lost’. We can only agree.
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